Basic Calculators
Desktop and pocket-sized handhelds provide on-the-spot answers wherever you are.

TI-501
The mini-lifestyle calculator to carry anywhere for immediate answers.
»» Easy-to-read eight-digit SuperView™ display
»» Ergonomic design for convenient handling
»» Memory and % keys
»» APD (Automatic Power Down) conserves battery life

TI-503 SV
Stylish desktop calculator with mark-up and grand total functionality and a SuperView™ display.
»» Easy-to-read, 12-digit, SuperView™ display
»» Large keyboard with contoured keys
»» Backspace key makes corrections easy
»» Percent key to figure sales tax, markups, and discounts
»» Grand Total (GT) and Markup (MU) keys
»» Selectable decimal and rounding settings
»» Solar and battery powered to work anywhere

TI-1706 SV
Well-equipped for any calculating need with a giant SuperView™ display and dual power.
»» Colour-coded keyboard with extra-large, easy-to-use keys
»» Change sign (+/-) key simplifies entry of negative numbers
»» Square root key is useful for schoolwork
»» Solar and battery powered to work anywhere
»» Protective slide case stores on back when not in use
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Basic Calculators

TI-1726
Compact, stylish tabletop calculator with an extra-large SuperView™ display.
»» Well-spaced, colour-coded keyboard with contoured rubber keys
»» Change sign (+/-) key simplifies entry of negative numbers
»» Square root key is useful for schoolwork
»» Angled display for easy viewing

TI-1795 SV
The classic desktop calculator for home, office, or retail with tax functionality, big keys and extra-large
SuperView™ display.
»» Angled, LCD SuperView™ display with large digits (14 mm) for easy viewing
»» Well-spaced keyboard with large, contoured keys for easy operation
»» Change sign (+/-)
»» Tax functionality

TI-5018 SV
Stylish desktop calculator with markup and grand total functionality and a SuperView™ display.
»» Easy-to-read, 12-digit, SuperView™ display
»» Large keyboard with contoured keys
»» Backspace key makes corrections easy
»» Percent key to figure sales tax, markups and discounts
»» Grand Total (GT) and Markup (MU) keys
»» Selectable decimal and rounding settings
»» Solar and battery powered to work anywhere
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